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We have started the last action – ”Photography”  

  

In the second half of the 2016/2017 school year our school started realizing 

another action within the Erasmus+ programme - "Every child is an artist" 

2014-2017 - "Photography".  

 

 Differences in the look of a given subject make photography a creative art.  





On the 8th - 16th of March 2017, we were happy to 

present an exhibition of photographs made by the 

teacher of our school, Mr. Wiesław Mikš. The 

exhibition could be seen on the ground floor of the 

school. Photo collection "In the shade of the 

Biebrza" brought us the beauty of the terrain of the 

area and their amazing natural values. We hope 

that the exhibition has become an inspiration for 

those of our students who are planning to become 

artists. 

Mr. Wiesław Mikš photograpy exhibition – „In the shade of the 

Biebrza” 





From March 8th to March 16th, 2017, we could see the exhibition on the first 

floor of our school. "In the photographer's studio". We decided to resurrect the 

spirit of old photography thanks to this exhibition. We have presented to our 

students a wide range of photographic equipment: traditional cameras of 

different film formats and various functionalities, as well as lenses, imaging 

equipment, film processing, papers and prints. Especially interesting for 

students and their parents were projectors for displaying fairy tales on the wall 

(among others the "Ania" projector, manufactured by Łódzkie Zakłady 

Kserotechniczne (ŁZK). 

Exhibition „In the photographer’s studio” 





We have also presented several hundred photographs from different periods 

starting from the 50's. One could admire the monsters, portraits, occasional 

pictures, presenting memories from the old kindergarten and school and 

much more. These were photographs showing the history of people living in 

the area of Podlasie, both their everyday life and events unique to them.  

 

Presented photographs and equipment came from private collections of 

teachers and parents of our students. 





We were also able to admire beautiful photographs made by Mrs. Hurcewicz 

parents of our students: Dominik and Daniel. 



In March 2017, we presented a mini photo gallery from the photography 

competition „Winter charm". Children attending the school dayroom from 

grades 0-4 participated in the competition. Winning photos have been 

appreciated for their style and ingenuity. The competition committee awarded 

IV places of victory. 

Photography competition „Winter charm” 





In March 2017, during a technical lesson taught by Peter Dzienis our students 

had the opportunity to create their own camera, the device called "camera 

obscura". Although it is not the newest equipment, students were thrilled with 

the result of their work. 

Picture in the box - „camera obscura” 



Due to the visit of our Erasmus + program partners on 27-31 March 2017, 

"Every child is an artist", we have prepared an exhibition on the ground floor 

of the school, which presents Turkey, the main host of the "Photography" 

activity, at the beginning of March. For reasons beyond our control, we were 

not able to meet in Turkey , and therefore, as the organizers of the meeting, we 

decided to bring our teachers, pupils and their parents in touch with that 

country. 

A touch of Turkey in our school… 







On April 22, 2017, workshops took place in our school, attended by students 

from the project group with their parents. The class was hosted by Krzysztof 

Wróbel, who works in the Slendziński Gallery in Bialystok. Mr. Krzysztof 

presented an interesting way to make a film using a time-lapse motion 

technique. Stop motion is created through the use of single-frame photos. 

Parents and students workshop „Surprise box” 



Quite quickly it turned out to be a technique that requires a lot of work from 

the creator. The workshop participants met the challenge perfectly. Time-lapse 

animation has not only attracted our students, but also encouraged parents to 

do creative work, which might be seen in the photos. Participants of the 

meeting can be proud of the final result of cooperation - a great film was 

made.  

We thank parents and students for their time! 









In March 2017, during our art lesson led by Mr. Aleksandra Grzybek, our 

students learned how to use photographs to create interesting, impressive 

artistic works. The effects of students' creativity were exposed in the 

Workshops Gallery, on the second floor. 

Students work exhibition 





In April we admired the photo gallery that took part in the photo contest 

"Four seasons" - „Podlasie charms". The competition was announced on 

March 27, 2017 and was attended by children from grades I-VI. The winning 

photographs were appreciated for the subject presentation, the ingenuity and 

the artistic ability to present the beauty of our region - Podlasie.   

Photography contest „Four Season - Podlasie Charms” 







During three sunny May days (25-27 May 2017), our students had a unique 

opportunity to feel like Sherlock Holmes. They took part in a game aimed at 

recognizing what their present teachers in childhood or early youth looked like 

(not so long ago ). Twenty-eight teachers, whom they see every day, hide in 28 

pictures of the past.  

Students received various detective techniques: they worked alone, formed 

investigative groups, and there were some who tried to deceive to extract 

important information from the teachers themselves ...  

Teachers also eagerly recognized their colleagues. 

Contest „Recognize your teacher” 







The winners of this extremely difficult 

competition are: I – Gabriela Perkowska, 

II – Zuzanna Kozłowska i Natalia Bućko, 

student class VI.  

 

Congratulations!!! 



Exhibition of photo “Day of the life of our class”  

Between May 17-19, 2017, students of grades IV-VI took part in the school's 

“Day in the Life” action. Each class had a unique opportunity to present their 

“ordinary-unusual” day at school. 

The purpose of the action was to create the opportunity to express their 

passion and artistic interest in photography in the form of photojournalism 

and to develop the skills of observing the world around us, and above all ... 

the fun and integration of the class team. 

The task of the pupils was to tell the story of their one day at school. Students 

took pictures during lessons, breaks, at the dressing room, school canteen, or 

school yard. 

  



Creating a photo reportage is a difficult task, but our students have done it 

well! The effects of their work were presented in the corridor next to the 

school canteen. 





Workshops for teachers 

"Every teacher is an artist – familiar with nature" 

On May 30, 2017, several teachers of our school took part in Erasmus+ 

workshops. "Every child is an artist." We have decided to prove to our dear 

pupils, but also to ourselves that the teacher may also be an artist. 

 

During the workshop, we faced the following tasks: 

1. ”Learning letters”- photographic alphabet.  

2. „Ball on the meadow” -the life of meadow creatures small and large. 

3. „I feel green…”- me and nature. 

4. „Dyzio dreamer”, what I see when I look at the sky. 

5. „In the concrete houses...” when civilization suppresses nature. 



Apart from great fun and enjoyment of nature, participation in workshops 

acquainted us with the techniques of photographing particular elements of 

nature, with the techniques of macro photography, using light and shadow and 

composition.  

According to the principle that every serious artist must have an exhibition of his 

works, we have presented photographs to a wide range of school critics. We 

cordially invite you to watch the exhibition in the corridor next to the school 

canteen! 









„Come on, I'll tell you a fairy tale ...” - lesson with a projector „Ania” 

We decided to familiarize our youngest students with the „miracle of 

technique”, which was probably was present in any adult childhood - a 

fairytale projector. We associate students with the magic of home cinema. 

Many people used to learn to write the first letters during reading the text 

under the picture. 

 

The projector „Ania”, produced by Łódzkie Zakłady Kserotechniczne 

(ŁZK), was most popular in the 1970s and 1980s. Fairy tales (rolled in rolls 

of film) were stored in small cardboard boxes, later plastic. The image was  

usually displayed on the wall. 



It would seem that in the era of computer, DVD and dozens of television 

channels to choose from, such a projector is a relic of the past. It turns out 

that we were wrong!  

Watching together fairy tales made the children happy. And not just 

children but also teachers  




